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J4NG makes sure every
student’s story includes a
diploma and a career path
to a brighter future.

Bridging the Gap
Nevada ranks 50th in the nation in school quality, leaving
youth in danger of dropping out of school and limited job
opportunities. J4NG is there to help vulnerable students
realize their potential and create a plan that leads the way
to graduation, college and career pathways.
This is executed through J4NG’s Core Model, a seven-step,
multi-year process which is implemented as follows:

1

Faculty and teachers identify students
who may be struggling. They facilitate a
meeting between J4NG specialists and
these students.

2
3
4

J4NG specialists, faculty, and students work
together to explore careers, internships, job
readiness training, career technical education,
and national career associations.

J4NG specialists meet with students
to explain the program and encourage
them to commit to trying it out.

Students are enrolled in an on-campus elective
course during class time, which instructs them in
87 life and career competencies—and provides
each student with careful mentoring.

5

Students progress
toward graduation.

6

J4NG specialists continue to mentor students
through regular meetings and communication
for 12 months after graduation, providing
guidance, encouragement, and suggestions for
career development.

7

Eventually, many J4NG alumni return to the
school system to “pay it forward” by providing
mentorship to the next generation of students.
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How does J4NG inspire, support &
mentor students to create powerful
and positive futures? Through the
JAG Advantage!
The JAG Advantage is foundational to building
successful work and life ready young adults. By
delivering effective interventions with staff who
are trained in Trauma-Informed Practices, adept

at using Project-Based Learning and adept with
Employer Engagement, students build their
own success!
Through the JAG Advantage, J4NG builds strong
relational bonds, engages students through
mentoring and genuine care, and helps students
achieve their goals through career exploration
and real world employer interactions. The JAG
Advantage develops students’ talents and skills to
successfully transition to career and adulthood.

The JAG Advantage

Employer Engagement
Employers interact with
J4NG students in the
classroom and on-the-job.

Students
learn real-world
competencies
that employers
expect.

Project-Based
Learning
Education Specialists
deliver instruction
through projects.

The JAG
Advantage

Companies
develop a positive
culture in which
students want to
engage.

Education
Specialists
create an
environment for
all students to
be successful.

Trauma-Informed Care
We ask what happened
instead of what’s wrong
with you.
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Our Impact on Nevada Youth
J4NG practices transparency and prioritizes
an excellent engagement methodology for our
students by keeping a powerful data architecture
in place. This helps us to understand how our
programs are performing, make adjustments
where needed, and easily furnish information
about our organization to legislators, business
partners and the broader community.

1:1
1:1 Relationships. J4NG takes a deeper
approach to relationships, building
one-on-one, face-to-face rapport between
students and mentors that provide them with
accountability, mentorship and support as they
work to graduate from high school and start
their careers.

14,607
14,607 Sudents of Promise Served. J4NG has
provided mentorship, guidance and support
to thousands of students in our state—helping
them to transform the circumstances of their
lives and start on the path to continuous,
positive self-development.

Investing Time Wisely
J4NG takes the contact hours
we spend with our students
very seriously. Each moment
shared between our mentors and
students is designed to motivate,
educate and help students lay the
groundwork for their future.
Through our program, students
come to understand their interests
and aptitude using a variety of
assessments which help them to
develop clarity about their life’s
direction. Our mentors then work

with them to develop college and
career readiness competencies as
well as important life-management
skills that will allow them to
thrive as responsible, competent
adults in the post-graduation
world. Here, we take a deep
rather than a broad approach to
nourishing the strengths of our
students, providing them handson instruction, emotional and
academic support, and offering
thoughtful guidance every step
of the way.

Our work to support Nevada
students doesn’t end at
graduation. For up to two
years following graduation, our
specialists keep in touch with
students, offering them further
advice, compassionate support,
and a sense of accountability as
Nevada’s youth make their first
steps into adulthood.
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120
120 Contact Hours. Our organization
understands that building deep, meaningful
relationships takes time. For that reason, every
J4NG youth gets at least 120 contact hours
a year with their mentors, and oftentimes
many more. It’s a significant investment with
a huge payoff.

97%
97%+ Graduation Rate for J4NG Students.
Graduation isn’t J4NG’s only priority, but
it remains one of the most important. Our
program is successful in re-engaging students
in their education, and boasts a remarkably high
graduation rate for the youth we work with.

360
360 Degree Assessments. Every J4NG student
sets goals based on data-driven, evidencebased approaches that ensure better outcomes
for students. These goals are sharpened
through assessments that help students to
understand key competencies and affinities
needed to make their dreams come true.

77%
77% average placement rate in full-time
employment, college, or military positions in
2020. J4NG programming and mentorship
works, and the majority of our students go on to
excel at colleges, universities, businesses and
military units throughout the state and
the nation.
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Students Succeeding in Nevada
How Your Investment in J4NG Has
Helped to Change Lives

Isabelle - Las Vegas High School Graduate Class of 2017
When her plans to attend university fell through, 2017 J4NG graduate Isabelle
applied for the Tesla Manufacturing Development Program at the Sparks
Gigafactory. There she enjoyed an excellent starting salary, benefits, and stock
options. It also gave Isabelle an intensive, paid apprenticeship. Fast forward
to today and Isabelle has been promoted to Lead Production Associate and
has completed her Advanced Manufacturing credentials at Truckee Meadows
Community College. She oversees the production line, trains newer recruits and
helps fix equipment that goes down (her favorite job duty). Through her hard work
and determination, Isabelle has achieved success and is a wonderful role model
for J4NG apprentices following in her footsteps.

KP - Mojave High School Graduate Class of 2020
“I did a thing,” is the message KP sent to his J4NG Specialist. This simple message
nearly brought J4NG Specialist, Ms. Gaynes, to tears. KP had withdrawn from
college because of financial difficulties. KP moved back to Las Vegas, and for
months he and his Specialist worked together to help him find a career path. KP
persevered through all the challenges that 2020 had to offer. Now KP is in an
apprenticeship program with TAB Contractors Inc. and has a goal of working in
construction to move up the ranks. As a construction apprentice, KP will enjoy a
good salary and benefits and have the opportunity to advance in his career.

Jenny - Reno High School Class of 2022
J4NG is becoming a tradition in Jenny’s family. Growing up in Las Vegas, Jenny and
her siblings struggled with poverty and lack of stability. When Jenny’s older brother
joined J4NG at Mojave High School, he was connected to Tesla’s Manufacturing
Development Program, in which he pursued an apprenticeship with Tesla after
graduation. He moved to Reno, taking his younger siblings with him and gaining
full custody. The transition was hard for Jenny until she was introduced to the
J4NG program at Reno High School. Jenny recounts, “It got better, once a miracle
happened.” Working with her J4NG Specialist, Scott Maryott, Jenny is catching
up on her credits, finding her passion and planning her beautiful future as a strong,
resilient young woman.

Ray’Shaun - Eldorado High School Class of 2015
As a junior at Eldorado High School, Ray’Shaun had a need for guidance and
practical skills. His counselor encouraged him to take the J4NG class which gave
him the employability skills and direction he required to find success. Ray’Shaun
is proudly the first alumni to come back and serve as a J4NG Specialist, mentoring
future generations of young adults. Ray’Shaun is in his 3rd year as a Specialist, has
started a family and continues to be an asset to the youth of Nevada.
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Get Involved With J4NG
Change the life of a Nevada youth and elevate
our community.
We understand that quality education and
achievement for Nevada students is a community
project. That’s why as we endeavor to provide
students with the tools they’ll need to succeed, we
invite community members like you to help us do
our important work.

$60.00
Provides an hour of individual tutoring for a student to
help them reach graduation

What your $1 .00
Investment Provides

$150.00
Provides a student with appropriate interview clothing

$0.21

$65.00

$0.79

Provides a bus pass for a follow up student to travel to
a job every day for a month

$300.00
Provides assistance for purchasing textbooks for
post-secondary education

$40.00
Provides a health card for a student starting a new job

$1,400.00
Provides a student with a caring adult, 120 contact
hours, and soft skills to launch a career

Students
-

$ 0.47 Teaching & Mentoring
$ 0.12 Leadership Development
$ 0.12 Career Exploration
$ 0.08 Immediate Needs

Operations
- $ 0.21 Operations		

By investing your time, talent or treasure into
J4NG, you provide critically needed services
and pathways to success to the Nevada
youth who need them the most. The return
on investment brings positive dividends for
Nevadans that can last generations.
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J4NG is an Affiliate of
Jobs for America’s Graduates
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